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Lancashire and the Legend of Robin Hood. 
 

W. T. W. Potts 

 

The common belief that Robin Hood robbed the rich to help the poor arose from an incident in the 

Lyttell Geste of Robyn Hode, the earliest version of the cycle of Robin Hood stories. In the Lyttell Geste 

Robin lends a Sir Richard at the Lee £400 in order that he may redeem his estate from the Abbot of St. 

Mary’s Abbey, York. Sir Richard had mortgaged his estate in order to help his son who “slewe a knyght of 

Lancaster and a squyer bolde.” (Verse 53)  Several of the incidents in the Lyttell Geste reflect historic 

events in northern England during the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, in modern terms, some 

of the tales are ‘faction’. Previous attempts to identify any historical persons or events behind Sir Richard 

have been unsuccessful but it will be suggested here that persons and events with the parish of Lea, a few 

miles west of Preston, Lancs, about this time, provide interesting parallels to the story and suggest that the 

Sir Richard stories are also faction. 

 

Although Robin Hood is popularly associated with Nottingham, many of the stories in the Lyttell 

Geste take place in Yorkshire and Lancashire, particularly in the Honours of Pontefract and Clitheroe, 

estates which belonged to the Lacy family in the early fourteenth century and it is likely that the stories 

were first composed by minstrels for the entertainment of that family.
1
  The Lyttell Geste was one of the 

first popular tales printed for the common people. It was so popular that it was printed several times 

around the years 1510-15, both in England by a Fleming Wynken de Worde, in by other printers in 

Flanders but the rather archaic nature of the language suggests that the printed versions were based on a 

manuscript dating from about 1450. The first reference to the tales of Robin Hood occurs in Piers 

Ploughman, 1377, where a character Sloth, knew the “rymes of Robyn hood”  better than the Pater Noster. 

If the rymes were common knowledge by 1377 they must have been put together a generation or two 

before. 

In the first fytte or canto of the Geste Sir Richard meets Robin in Barnsdale near Wentbridge, on 

the Great North Road near Pontefract. Robin Hood at first intends to extort money from the knight but 

when he hears the knight’s tale of woe takes pity on him and lends him the money to redeem his estate. 

There are indications that these events are associated with the decades around 1300. When the knight first 

appears Robin assumes that he is a ‘knyght of force’ (Verse 45), that is a conscript knight. By the middle 

of the thirteenth century the number of knights fees, estates required to provide knights for the king, had 

fallen from the 5500 established by William the Conqueror to about 400. Henry III, and later his son 

Edward 1st, attempted to increase the number and in 1295 Edward decreed that any estate worth £40 a 

year had to provide a knight. Conscription, or ‘distraint of knighthood’ as it was termed, continued into the 

fourteenth century, but was at its worst towards the end of the thirteenth century when Edward Ist was 

waging war on the Scots, Welsh and French. The description of Sir Richard paints a vivid picture of a poor 

and unwilling knight. 

 

All dreri was his semblaunce ( face) 

and lytel was his pryde 

one fote in the styrop stode 

That other wavyd beside. (Verse 22) (2) 

 

The Statute of Mortmain, 1279, forbad the alienation of land to the church by gift, sale or 

mortgage but was easily circumvented. St. Mary’s Abbey, York was notorious for usury but in 1301 the 

Earl of Lincoln recovered 10,000 marks from the Abbey, which must have reduced its credit worthiness 

considerably. Christians at that time, were prohibited from lending money at interest but the prohibition 

was circumvented by lending interest - free but expecting a bonus when the debt was repaid. While other 

references depict Robin as devout the minstrels despised the greed and avarice of the monks and used the 

poem to demean them. Before repaying the debt with the gold that Robin had lent him, the knight, testing 

the charity of the monks, begs for more time to pay, but is rudely refused in turn by the Abbot, the Cellarer 
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(the abbey treasurer) and the judge. Only then does the knight pour out the £400 in gold. In a memorable 

scene the Abbot and his Cellarer are discomforted. 

  

‘Have here thi golde, sir abbot,’ saide the knight, 

‘Which that thou lentest me; 

Had thouh ben curtes at my comynge, 

Rewarded shuldest thou have be.’ 

 

The abbot sat styll, and ete no more, 

For all his ryall fare; 

He cast his hede on his shulder, 

and fast began to stare.         ( Verses 121 &122 ) 

  

Sir Richard returns home, accompanied by Little John, no doubt to ensure that Robin will 

eventually get his money back. After raising the £400 in some unspecified way, they return to Wentbridge 

and repay the debt, after which the knight goes home. 

  

He went hym forth full mery syngynge, 

As men have tolde in tale; 

His lady met hym at the gate,  

At home in Verysdale.       (Verse 126) 

  

Verysdale is almost certainly Wyresdale about 10 miles from Lancaster. The ‘v’ was probably 

substituted by the Flemish printers who, like many continentals, found the pronunciation of ‘w’ difficult. 

The identification with Wyresdale is confirmed by its closeness to Lancaster and by the large estate of Lee 

in Wyresdale. In fytte 5, which involves a different story, we are told in passing that the knight is ‘Syr 

Rychard at the Lee, That Robyn had lent his good, under the grene wode tree’ (Verse 310 ). 

 

Meanwhile, in fytte 4, Robin Hood waylays the Cellarer and relieves him of £800, including the 

£400  that the knight had repayed to the Abbot. When the knight returns Robin generously shares the loot 

with the him. Thereafter Robin and the knight become firm friends and share in several further adventures. 

The fourth fytte ends 

  

Thus than holpe hym good Robyn, 

The knyght all of his care; 

God, that syt in hevene hye,  

Graunte us well to fare .  ( Verse 280) 

  

This is clearly the end of the first tale, which occupies fyttes 1,2 and 4. Fytte 3 is misplaced. 

Without any explanation, in fytte 3 the scene has moved to Sherwood Forest where Robin captures, robs 

and humiliates the Sheriff of Nottingham. The only reference to the knight is an assertion by Little John 

that he has a “maister”, “a curteys knight is he” (Verse 151). The origin of the conflict between Robin 

Hood and the Sheriff is never explained. 

 

In the fifth and sixth fyttes the story returns to Nottingham where the Sheriff, determined on 

revenge, organises an archery contest, with the intention of ensnaring Robin and his men. Fortunately the 

knight has a castle nearby in the forest and Robin and his men are saved. Only at this point are we told that 

the knight is Sir Richard at the Lee. This tale is clearly an echo of historical events which took place 

around 1270. After the defeat of de Montfort at Tewkesbury, a Richard Foliot, who held Grimston castle in 

Sherwood Forest and had been Sheriff of Nottingham under Simon de Montfort, sheltered a Roger 

Godberd, an outlawed supporter of de Montfort. In 1267 Godberd threatened Nottingham and the Sheriff 

appealed to the king for permission to fortify the town. In the story the sheriff goes to London seeking the 

King’s help. In 1272 Godberd was captured and Foliot was fined for giving aid to a rebel.  It is significant 

that Foliot also had an estate at Fenwick, only six miles below Wentbridge, where he was a tenant of the 

Lacy’s. In the sixth fytte Sir Richard is captured by the Sheriff but is freed by Robin and his men. 
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The general setting of these fyttes  is most appropriate to the late thirteenth century. By the early 

fourteenth century the administration of the forests had passed from the sheriffs to the landed gentry, while 

the ability of the monasteries to seize land by foreclosing mortgages had been severely limited. In contrast 

the last two fyttes are clearly based on events which occurred around 1323.  In the tale the “Edward our 

King” comes to Lancashire to put down poaching in a royal park. 

  

All the passe of Lancasshyre 

He went both ferre and nere 

Tyll he came to Plompton Parke 

He faylyd (missed) many of his dere.      (Verse 357) 

  

The historic events behind this episode are clear. After the execution of Piers Gaveston in 1312, the King’s 

cousin, Thomas Earl of Lancaster, was more powerful than the humiliated King, and after Bannockburn 

the Earl was the virtual ruler of England, but he overplayed his hand. After rebelling  he was defeated at 

Boroughbridge and executed at Pontefract in 1322. His estate, including the forests and parks, passed to 

the Crown. His death left a power vacuum and Robert the Bruce invaded and burned Lancaster. Thomas’s 

followers caused widespread disturbances and poaching was out of control in what had previously been the 

Earl’s forests and parks but were now the King’s. In May 1322 the King ordered an enquiry into the 

malefactor “who broke into chaces without licence and took game”. The following year the King came in 

person to restore order. In October 1323 he travelled from Skipton to Ightenhall near Burnley 1323 to hear 

cases of offences against the Forest Laws. Dozens were accused of poaching in Myerscough Park, 

including Thomas Holland, one time Steward to the last Earl, and the Prior of Lancaster and his cook. 

Plompton Park is evidently a conflation of Myerscough, and the village of (Wood) Plumton, immediately 

to the south. Woodplumpton lay in the Forest of Lancashire but was not emparked but Myerscough, the 

scene of many of the offences, immediately north of Woodplumpton, was a deer park six miles around.  

The confusion no doubt arose because the minstrels would be familiar with a deerpark near 

Knaresborough, also named Plumpton, and possibly with a second Plumpton deer park in Cumberland.  

The author of the Lyttell Geste knew something of Edward II’s visit and the poaching in Myerscough, of a 

village called (Wood) Plumpton, and of an estate of Lee in Wyresdale, which he would pass on the road 

through the Trough. Composing from memory and more concerned with entertainment than fact, he drew 

on his various recollections and composed the tale that has been preserved in the Geste. It is significant 

that while Myerscough borders Woodplumpton to the north, Lea borders it to the south.   

 

The tales in the Lyttell Geste and a number of related poems, such as Robin Hood and the Potter, 

The death of Robin Hood and Guy of Gisburn are curiously distributed between the Wentbridge area and 

Lancashire on the one hand and Sherwood Forest on the other. When plotted on a map
3
 the northern sites 

all lie in, or close to the Honours of Clitheroe and Pontefract, both held by the Lacy family after 1311. No 

explanation has been found for the curious way in which the stories jump between  Sherwood Forest and 

the Lacy lands but there is a very significant difference between the Lancashire and Yorkshire stories and 

those in Nottinghamshire. In the latter local detail is almost entirely lacking. Apart from Nottingham and 

Sherwood Forest, no other places are named. In contrast, many of the events in the north have very 

specific locations. Fytte 1 begins with Robin in Saylis, an identifiable site just east of Wentbridge. The 

knight is riding south along Watling Street, the old name of the road at Wentbridge, and he mentions that 

had not Robin delayed him, he would have dined at Blith (Blyth) or Doncaster that night. Similarly, the 

mention of Lancaster, Lee in Wyresdale and Plumpton all suggest local knowledge. It is likely that the 

Lacy family provided the link between the Lancashire tales and the Yorkshire ones and the patronage of 

the minstrels who brought the tales together. Clawson
4
 analysed the stories in the Geste and its associated 

poems and identified no less than twelve earlier folktales which had been incorporated into the text. For 

example the story of the King going in disguise into the enemies camp is paralleled in legends of King 

Alfred and Hereward the Wake, but he could find no parallel for the tale of Sir Richard and his mortgage. 

However this tale is the core of the Geste and contains more local detail than any other. The many local 

references, the details of the mortgage and St Mary’s Abbey, the tale of Sir Richard at the Lee and the 

death of a knight of Lancaster, suggest that the tale may have included actual events, rather than pure 

fictions. Furthermore there are some details which are unlikely to have been invented as they serve no 
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obvious purpose, but suggest that significant parts of the story have been lost. In fytte one it seems that the 

knight, in despair, was on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land 

 

‘Nowe and thou lese thy londe’sayde Robyn, 

‘What woll fall of the? 

Hastely I wol me buske,’ said the knyght, 

‘Over the salte see, 

                   

‘And se where Criste was quike and dede,  

On the mount of Cal 

Fare wel, frende, and have gode da 

It may no better be’(Verses 56 & 57). 

 

In the second fytte the Prior, not expecting the penniless knight to turn up to repay his debt, 

suggests that “The knyght is ferre beyond the see” (Verse 89) while later the knight clothes himself with 

“weedes from the sea.”  

 

There is an estate of Lee in Wyresdale, now divided into Upper and Lower Lee. The Lee family 

are well documented but unfortunately never used the name Richard and appear to have led blameless 

lives. However Lee, Leigh or Lea, is a common place-name, there are several in Lancashire. One lies to 

the west of Preston, immediately south of Woodplumpton, and a number of persons and events associated 

with this Lea strongly suggests that the story originated here and was later transferred to Lee in Wyresdale 

which lies beside a major route between Lancashire and Yorkshire and would be more familiar than the 

village west of Preston.  

In 1294 a writ issued at Ipswich, directed to the Sheriff of Lancaster, reads as follows. 

 

 Elen widow of Robert, son of Ralph Sidegreves has shown us that when the said Robert, lately her 

husband, was convicted of felony before our justices appointed to goal delivery at Lancaster, viz. Robert 

de Holland and Roger de Burton, and subsequently hanged, you by reason of the said felony did take into 

our hands one messuage and 4 ares of land with appts, in Lee, which were the said Elen’s inheritance, and 

that you still unjustly detain. And whereas we wish to be certified upon the premises and to do justice to 

the said Elen in this behalf, command you, in company with the said Robert de Holand, to take dilgent 

enquiry, if that messuage and land are the inheritance of the said Elen or not.
5
 

  

Subsequently not one but two Inquests were held on the subject, on the 30th May 1294 and again 

on the 18th February 1295. Both concluded that land and house belonged to Elen, having been given to her 

by her father, Pickard of Lee, before her marriage. It follows that some time before March 1294, the son in 

law of one Pickard of Lee had been hanged at Lancaster for some unknown crime. Unfortunately, although 

the Assize Rolls for Lancaster for the years 1292 and 1294 survive, those for 1293, the likely date of the 

trial, are missing, so the reason for Robert Sidegreves execution is lost. In the Geste the son of Richard at 

the Lee had killed a Knight of Lancaster, and been hanged, because his father refers to him in the past 

tense, “That shulde have ben myn ayre” (verse 52). The parallel between the events and the names is 

striking, the more so because at that time Richard would still have retained the Norman French 

pronunciation with a hard ‘k’, still preserved in the surname Rickards and in children’s Rick and Dick. The 

date 1293 is also congruent with the identification by Robin of the knight as a ‘knight of force’(verse 45). 

  

Lea had a number of other links with the Lyttell Geste which go a long way to confirming the 

identification of Pickard of Lea with Sir Richard of the tale. 

 In the sixth fytte Robin Hood and the Knight are poaching in ‘Plompton Park’ 

 

The kynge was wonder wroth withall,  

And swore by the Trynyte 

‘I wolde I had Robyn Hode, 

With eyen myght hym se, 
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‘And he that wolde smyte of the knyghtes hede 

And bringe it to me,  

He shal have the knyghtes londes,  

Syr Rycharde at the Le.  (verses 359 & 360 ) 

 

When his minions failed to catch the poachers the King disguises himself as an abbot and enters 

the park where he finds the gang and beats Robin at quarter staves whereupon Robin recognises the abbot 

as the King in disguise and both Robin and the knight beg for and receive a royal pardon. Robin then 

enters the royal service but this proves to very expensive and he eventually returns to the green wood 

again. This last episode may also be faction because in the year 1324, a certain Robyn Hod was a porter in 

the service of Edward II.
6
  Hunter suggested that this was the Robin of the story but there is no other 

evidence to connect the porter with the outlaw and he was retired honourably with a pension. However the 

presence of a Robin Hood in the royal service may have suggested this last episode but the concept of the 

visit of the King to the park is clearly based on the visit of Edward to Lancashire in 1323. 

 

There is a also a close connection between the Lea near Preston, a Sir Richard of Lee and 

poaching  in Myerscough Park. After the Banastre revolt in 1315 the manor of Lea passed to Sir Richard 

de Hoghton, who retained the manor until his death in 1346. Lea became his preferred residence and he 

became known as Sir Richard de Houghton of Lea.
7
  The Plomton Park episode is the latest piece of 

faction identifiable in the Geste. As the tale was widely known by 1377 it was probably composed about 

the time when the Lord of the Manor of Lea really was a Sir Richard. This would help to account for the 

confusion of Pickard and Richard and for his elevation the Knighthood. Furthermore the real Sir Richard 

had two intriguing links with Myerscough and with poaching in the park himself. 

 

First, at the Forest Eyre (court) of 1334-6, Sir Richard of Lea was listed as the first juror
8
  It might 

well have amused the minstrels of the Lacy family to suggest the Sir Richard had once poached himself 

and he had reason to be embarrassed by the joke as his uncle, another Richard, had been found guilty of 

poaching in Myerscough at an earlier Forest Eyre, for which offence he had been imprisoned, oddly, in 

Nottingham Castle. The charge against this Richard was   

 

“ and Richard son of William de Hoghton were in the demesne enclosure” (Myerscough) “and 

they caught stags and hounds with bows and arrows and greyhounds”
9
. 

 

These three persons and events, Sir Richard of the manor of Lea, first juror of the Forest court, his 

namesake uncle who had been caught poaching in the park a generation before, and the Pickard of Lea, 

whose son-in-law had been hanged at Lancaster for homicide, would seem to provide some of the material 

background for the authors of the Geste to construct the Sir Richard of the poem, whose son had been 

executed at Lancaster and who was caught poaching in the park by the King. Some time later the scene 

was transferred to the more familiar estate of Lee on the road through the Trough of Bowland and 

Wyresdale.   

 

There may be wider historical forces behind these characters. Resentment of the Forest Laws is 

very evident in the Geste. The Royal Forests were rarely visited by the King. Thomas Earl of Lancaster 

wished to temper the severity of the laws but was opposed by Piers Gaveston, who had the ear of the King. 

While the Earl was all-powerful after Bannock Burn, Banastre revolted, hoping to gain the King’s favour 

and a pardon for a murder which he had committed but he was defeated at Deepdale, near Preston, and 

executed. De Hoghton evidently supported the Earl as he was rewarded with Banastre lands, including the 

estate of Lea, which he continued to hold even after the Earl’s execution. Sir Richard’s sympathies may 

have lain with the poachers, rather than the Crown, which agrees with the context of the tale. Even as late 

as the reign of Queen Elizabeth I the de Hoghtons were still poaching in Myerscough Park.
10 

 

The village of Lea, locally pronounced Lee-ah, is now a rural wedge between the 

expanding outer suburbs of Preston to the east and the B.N.F.L. plant to the west, divided into English Lea, 

north of the Savernick Brook, and French Lea to the south. Several of the sites associated with the Lyttell 

Geste can still be identified. Lea was French Lea was taken over by a Norman, Warine de Lancaster,in 
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1189.
11

  In addition to the Pickards, who were clearly of French descent, one of Pickard’s sons-in-law had 

the surname Breton and one of his daughters was given the old Frankish name Avise. Other specifically 

French names were still common around 1300. While English Lea contained the hamlet of Lea,  French 

Lea contained only four large estates. One of these was the manor of Lea, (G.R.469 298) the home of Sir 

Richard. New Lea Hall (G.R. 491 299), is probably a post-medieval foundation built on the manorial land. 

Another farm lies at G. R. 473 297 while a second is now the golf club, just north of the Savick Brook, at 

G.R.494 308, although most of its lands lay to the south. The Pickards and le Bretons probably lived in the 

one or other of these houses. Lea town consists of a lane lined with 4 acre plots, each with a wide frontage 

to the lane. One of these plots  would have been the property of the unfortunate widow Sidegreaves. These 

plots evidently belonged to the wealthy landowners who leased them to the villeins in return for day 

labour. The Pickards had a supply of the plots. In addition to the one that William gave to his daughter 

Ellen before she married Robert Sidegreaves, after his death his widow Alice gave four acres of land to her 

daughter Avise, who later passed it on to Ad.of Lea.
12

  Just where the Pickard plots lay is uncertain but in 

1290 Matilde le Cuistimir, another French name, gave her daughter Agnes land and a house and courtyard, 

situated between the lands of Alex de Formais and William Pickard.
13

  In the same year there is reference 

to another four acre plot extending from “the highway to Clyptongate”, the latter presumably the back 

lane. Sidgreaves Lane still runs to a public house, The Horseshoes, probably the site of Robert Sidgreaves 

old home. Myerscough is no longer a deer park but is still bounded on the west by water filled ditches, 

while the remains of a large bank and ditch can still be traced along part of the south-west perimeter.  
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